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Use of Language
Interpreting Word Meaning

Lesson 3

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Many words in the English language belong to word families. A word family is a group of words 

that share a common base word or word root, and have related meanings. 

A base word is a complete word that forms other complete, related words when different 

beginnings (prefixes) and endings (suffixes) are added to it. Many words can be base words. For 

instance, nearly any verb can be a base word, since different verb forms have different endings. 

For example, the word read is a base word. It’s a complete word by itself. 

• As a verb, read means to look at and understand a written or visual element: He can read and 
write in three languages.

• It’s also a noun that means the act of examining or evaluating something: Give that contract a 
good read before you sign it.

See how the meaning and part of speech of read changes (but are still related to the original 

word) with different beginnings and endings added:

• Endings (Suffixes)

 » -s: reads (verb, present tense): She reads.

 » -ing: reading (verb, present tense): They are reading; (gerund) Reading is my favorite 
way to relax.

 » -er: reader (noun, a person who reads): You are a fast reader.

 » -able: readable (adjective, understandable or legible): The printed pages were old but 
still readable.

• Beginnings (Prefixes) 

 » mis-: misread (verb, to misunderstand or mistake): Take your time with this project; if 
you’re in a rush, you’ll misread the directions.

 » un-: unread (adjective, forgotten or ignored): Unread emails remain in your inbox until 
you open or delete them.

• Both Beginnings and Endings: 

 » un- + -able: unreadable (adjective, impossible to understand): The blotchy ink and messy 
handwriting made the note completely unreadable. 

Unlike a base word, a word root is not necessarily a complete word by itself. Rather, a word root 
is a word or word part that acts as a building block from which many other words are formed. 

Most of the word roots in English are Greek or Latin in origin. Some common word roots are 
bene, bio, geo, graph, port, and vac. Most word roots must be combined with beginnings or 

endings (or both) to form a complete word.

For example, the Latin word root cred means believe. The addition of beginnings and endings 

creates multiple new, but related, words:

• cred + ence (ending) = credence: belief that something is true

• cred + ible (ending) = credible: believable, reasonable

• in (beginning) + cred + ible (ending) = incredible: hard to believe, unbelievable

Knowing base words and word roots can help you understand the meaning of new words. As 

shown by read and cred, one base word or root word that is known becomes multiple words that 

are understood.
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There are many word roots used in the English language. Here are examples of the most 

common ones.

Common Word Roots

WORD ROOT                                         ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

anni-, annu- Latin year anniversary, annual

audi Latin hear audio, audience, auditorium, inaudible

ben, bene Latin good benefit, benevolent, benign

cent Latin hundred centennial, centimeter, century

chron, chrono Greek time chronic, chronology, synchronize 

dict Latin word diction, dictionary, edict, verdict

geo Greek earth geode, geology, geometer, geometry

gen Latin create gene, generate, generous, generation

graph Greek write graphic, autograph, paragraph

jur, jus Latin law jury, just, justice, justified

lum Latin light illuminate, luminary, luminous 

mani, manu Latin hand manicure, manual, manuscript

mater, matri Latin mother maternal, maternity, matriarch, matrimony

pater, patri Latin father paternal, paternity, patriarch, patriot

path Greek feeling apathy, empathy, pathetic, sympathy

ped Latin foot pedestrian, pedicure 

phon Greek sound phonics, homophone, saxophone, telephone

photo Greek light photocopy, photograph, photon

scrib, script Latin write describe, script, scripture, transcribe

sect Latin cut bisect, dissect, intersect, section

terr Latin earth terrain, terrarium, territory

vac Latin empty evacuate, vacancy, vacate, vacuum

vore Latin eat carnivore, omnivore, voracious
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 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

Each base word or word root below is part of a word family. For each word, add a prefix 

(beginning), a suffix (ending), or both to create related words. Use a dictionary or other resource 

to find prefixes and suffixes. How many related words can you make? (The first word is done as 

an example.)  

 BASE WORD/

WORD ROOT 
RELATED WORDS

1. act acts, acting, acted, action, active, react, reacting, reacted, reaction, reactive

2. agree  

3. build  

4. construct  

5. direct  

6. expect  

7. grace  

8. help  

9. judge  

10. list  

11. mind  

12. own  

13. port  

14. quilt  

15. respect  

16. sign  

17. turn  

18. unite  

19. valid  

20. young  
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For each sentence below, look at the word in bold text. In the blank lines, write: 

• the word root and its meaning 

• the beginning or ending and its meaning

• the meaning of the word in bold 

Use the Common Word Roots and a dictionary for reference. (The first one is done as an 

example.)

1. Julia’s favorite part of the aquarium is the stingray tank.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does aquarium mean?  

2. Many gods and goddesses mentioned in old myths are immortal.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does immortal mean?  

3. Dates on a timeline are usually listed in chronological order.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does chronological mean?

4. In his career as a linguist, Jeff has learned to speak and read more than 20 languages.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does linguist mean?  

5. The pages of the ancient manuscript were dry and crumbling.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does manuscript mean?
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aqua - water arium - location
a place where water is kept and water animals live
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6. Kelly is creating her family’s genealogy to see how far back she can trace their ancestral line.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does genealogy mean?

7. Don’t forget to bring the binoculars when you go on the nature walk this weekend.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does binoculars mean?

8. The busy intersection in the center of town really needs a traffic light.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does intersection mean?

9. A third-person omniscient narrator knows the thoughts and feelings of all the characters in a novel.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does omniscient mean?

10. I had a terrible bout of insomnia the other night. I barely got any sleep at all.

word root:   beginning/ending

what does insomnia mean?  
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